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Abstract

Dynamic behavior of structural components is one of the important parts in the design
process for any mechanical system existing in the world now-a-days and lots of research
is carried out in order to increase their efficiency and functionality. In order to determine
the dynamic behavior of a vibrating structure, measurements of the dynamic properties of
structure are essential. The importance of determining these vibration characteristics are
crucial as grass trimmer is a common machine that exposed to the dynamic and static forces
coming from the engine and rotating blade. A long term exposure of grass trimmer’s operator
may or potentially suffering a risk of hand arm vibration syndrome. In this project, the modal
analysis and harmonic response of grass trimmer was performed using commercial finite
element software, such as Ansys. One CAD modal was made by taking the dimension of
exiting grass trimmer. After that, by changing the three handle positions of the cutter head
(1000mm, 1100mm, and 1200mm) and three different angle (45◦, 60◦ and 90◦), nine model
were developed to determine the dynamic behavior of grass trimmer like natural frequency
and mode shape and at different natural frequency deformation calculated. Harmonic
analysis was carried out to evaluate the handle vibration. It was found that 1100 mm handle
position from cutter head, optimum position because at this point vibration induced was less
in comparison of 1000 mm and 12000 mm handle position from cutter head. Again one new
handle was designed with rubber mount and 2.5mm thin cover put on the shaft. Six model
were developed by changing the handle material and cover on the shaft. Natural frequency
and mode shape was determined. Harmonic analysis was also carried out to determine the
handle acceleration. It was found that at handle point average acceleration in three axes was
less at handle angle (60◦) and rms value of average acceleration of three axes was 47% less
in comparison of existing grass trimmer.
Keywords: Engine speed; Handle vibration; Handle angle; Natural frequency; Mode
shape.
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Chapter 1  

Introduction and Literature Survey  

1.1 Introduction  

The grass trimmer widely used in a number of  industry and agriculture work cutting the grass 

along the road sides railway  bushes and maintain the infra- structure of the park  in major 

problem in grass trimmer is handle vibration at the handle point vibration produced 11.30m/s2 

in industrial grass trimmer. European union, (2005) defined the exposure action value of 

2.50m/s2 and exposure limit value of 5 m/s2 for daily vibration Exposure A(8).Design of grass 

trimmer should be such that it’s produced law vibration. Common source of vibration are 

depends upon material of the handle, engine speed, length of the nylon thread. Grass trimmers 

are broadly used in India for cutting grass along the roads and common agricultural work and 

also used in our NIT college to maintain the infra-structure of the park .There are different parts 

of the grass trimmer cutting head, gripper, nylon thread, motor, driven shaft, handle, cap of 

handle. There are five different types of grass trimmers developed till now dependent on the 

source with which the work. Manual grass trimmer, hand grass trimmer, gas grass trimmer, 

electric grass trimmer, wheel grass trimmer. Power required of the grass trimmer is 1.4 HP and 

speed 5500 rpm. Handle is made by acryl butadiene styrene. Tank0capacity0of0grass0trimmer 

is 1.2 liter, engine displacement0is032.8cc drive shaft is0made of0flexible and solid structure 

steel shaft. 

There are various method are accessible for controlling the handle vibration include tuned 

vibration absorber on source of excitation dynamic vibration absorber on the source of 

excitation anti vibration gloves are also attenuate the handle vibration above 100Hz frequencies 

range (Lu Ean Ooi and Zaidi Mohd Ripin, 2010) put rubber mount between handle and base 

plate in grass trimmer its attenuate the handle vibration 76% compare with exiting commercial 

grass trimmer.(E.V.Golysheva et al., 2004)  attenuated the handle vibration the handle vibration 

is increasing0the secondary0mass or0inertia such as0mounting a dynamic0vibration absorber 

on the0source of excitation.(Tian Ran Lin et al., 1996) 0.5 kg0flow divider attached to a hand 
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arm model and examined.They had found that over all weighted acceleration decreased by 22% 

forearm while hand acceleration increased by 10% and forearm acceleration increased by 13%. 

(Mallick and Zulquernain, 2008) investigated the handle vibration by select the optimum 

parameter of grass trimmer of grass trimmer such as engine speed, length of nylon thread, 

material of the handle and hand handle position. Analyzed data via orthogonal array. They had 

found that 170mm nylon thread, 450 sway angle and 3000±400 rpm of engine speed after 

combination of these parameter vibration produced at the handle point was very less.(Zaidi 

Mohd Ripin et al., 2013) used two tuned vibration absorber attached 0.74L and 0.85L along the 

shaft of the grass trimmer and determined operating deflection shape,transverse deflection 

experimental model analysis. They had found that vibration along shaft (0.74-0.94) relatively 

very small amplitude. (Mallick and Zulquernain, 2008) had Evaluate and optimize of handle’s 

design parameter of grass trimmer machine he clearly explained that D- shape handle causes 

hand arm vibration related stress operational load in operator’s and D-shape handle is not 

correct ergonomically consideration. He had design new handle compare with old one then it 

was found, vibration produced at the new handle was 18% less than old one. (Wójcik, Krzysztof 

,2015) they had made four modal of brash cutter and attached the  three grass trimmer those are 

different size (displacement and engine power) and examined. If engine size 45cm3 are 

recommended to be equipped with trimmer head and knives while engine with 50cm3 should 

run circular Shaw. (Mallick and Zulquernain, 2010) examined the handle vibration of grass 

trimmer noise signal ratio, main effect by changing the different parameter of grass trimmer. 

(Material of handle engine speed, length of nylon thread) (Ripin et al., 2011) attenuated the 

handle vibration they used tuned vibration absorber at 0.025L and due to this 95% reduction in 

the handle acceleration and they also examined the mode shape and operating deflection shape 

of the grass trimmer. They finally concluded tuned vibration absorber also reduced the 

deformation of the handle. 

  

1.2 Principle of grass trimmer  

Grass trimmer works on the principles that a line that is rotated fast adequate is held out0from 

its0housing (the rotating reel) actual stiffly by the centrifugal force. The quicker its turn the 

stiffer the line. Level round-section0nylon line is0able to cut grass and slight, forested plants 
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rather well. Some monofilament shapes designed for extra powerful cutter has a extruded shape, 

like a star, that supports the line tear the material0being cut, the line is thus0able to cut quite 

large wooded plants (small shrubs) or0at least ring-bark them0very effectively. These line made 

disks less required for dangerous jobs. 

 

  

1.3 Importance of the work  

At the present study vibration induced at the handle point is very high. European union, (2005) 

defined the Exposure action value of 2.50m/s2 and exposure limit value of 5 m/s2 for daily 

vibration Exposure A(8). But commercial grass trimmer vibration induced at the handle point 

is 11.30 m/s2. Very high vibration cause the muscle Skelton disorder of the operators. In this 

worked Made a modal analysis in ANSYS to check the dynamic behavior of the grass trimmer 

and to determine the natural frequency and mode shape of the grass trimmer. Harmonic 

response was also carried out to evaluate the handle vibration of the Grass trimmer and 

determine the optimum parameter of the grass trimmer using ANSYS. The important of the 

work is it’s protect from musculoskeletal disorders of operator. In this work vibration induced 

at handle position optimum level. It will not produce any physical injury rendering to 

international health organization.  

1.4 Literature survey  

Cherian et al. (1996) developed0a five degree freedom of biomedical system to analysis the 

vibration property of hand arm of the human and identified the modal parameter. By using the 

Figure-1.1 Line diagram of grass trimmer 
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energy flow divider they reduced the flow of energy in to the hand and measured vibration 

transmissibility 20% of affected vibration0is transmitted to the forearms and elbow0above 100 

Hz. Hand-transmitted0vibration had found that in the 20-100 Hz excitation frequencies rang 

.Result of this research are attenuate the over-all weighted hand arm vibration by 22 %. Over 

all vibration transmitted to the forearm arm 13 % and the elbow 10% respectively.  

Mallik et al. (1999) explained vibration isolator containing poly material exist non-linearity in 

their damping and stiffness property. There are two approaches are0discussed, in one0approach 

experimentally found hysteresis loop is modelled0through a suitable0constitutive0equation. In 

the other experimentally found harmonic displacement transmissibility plot is showed by 

expressing0the restoring0and damping force through lower0order polynomial of deformations 

and rate of deformations respectively.in both case found that dynamic stiffness greater than of 

statics stiffness. The non- linearity0in the damping characteristics is seen to be more dominant 

than0that0in the stiffness. 

Dickens et al. (2001) developed two mass process to determine0the four0pole parameter of  a 

unidirectional asymmetrical0vibration0isolator.it can be evaluated as a0universal testing 

technique applicable bidirectional or unidirectional and symmetrical or asymmetrical vibration 

isolator under static force. Generally0vibration isolators combining some form of active 

controls is example of unidirectional vibration isolators. 

Golyshev et al. (2004) developed passive system of vibration protection which are combine 

principle of vibration0protection. Which are combine principle of vibration0isolation dynamic 

absorption. And used its’in hand0held percussion machines after that he had found that he 

attenuate the high-frequency components of acceleration he had also attached tuned0dynamic 

absorber0attached to the handle. The he did experiment he found attenuate the hand transmitted 

vibration without essential increasing the over-all mass of the tool.  

Dong et al. (2005) identified the effectiveness of anti-vibration gloves they did two experiment 

of anti- vibration gloves.  In the first experiment they measured the apparent mass of hand arm 

system in second experiment they0measured the transmissibility0of anti-vibration gloves using 

a0palm adopter method after the experiment they had found if increase the apparent mass the 
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glove become more effective the frequency range 63 to 100 Hz they also identified the 

effectiveness of hand arm system and examine ant-vibration less effective in frequency range 

63 to 100 Hz.           

Marcotte et al. (2005) examined the effect of handle size and hand force exerted on vibrating 

machine on the mechanical impedance trough laboratory. They took three different cylindrical 

diameter (30mm, 40mm, and 50mm) and checked the random vibration (2.5 m/s2 and5 m/s2) 

along Z axis. While vibration was absorbed through combination of nine different combination 

parameter of push force (25N, 50N, 75N) and grip force (10N, 30N, 50N). Result showed that 

increasing the mechanical driving impedance with increasing grip and push force was at above 

frequency range 25Hz.If frequency range below 250Hz then driving point better correlate with 

coupling force. If frequencies range above 250Hz then better correlation with the contact force. 

And he explained that Driving point mechanical impedance also influence by diameter of 

handle.  

 Lin et al. (2005) evaluated the frequency dependent rubber damping characteristic and mount 

stiffness by using measured frequency responses from the impact test. They experimentally 

investigated damping and stiffness of the rubber mount. The results0shown in this0paper 

specify that rubber mounts damping0coefficient is0linear function0of frequencies for 

frequencies0below, at and above the resonance frequencies. It also validates the non-linear 

requirement of the rubber mounts stiffness on frequencies in the low frequencies range0as well 

as in the resonance frequencies band.  

Ohm et al. (2006) described a law frequency vibration generator and this limitations. The 

vibration generator made of cantilever beam and agitated by shaker. During resonance 

conditions large0vibratory motion at0the beams tip with very small harmonic distortions. They 

did Analysis and developed model equation describing both0the flexural0and longitudinal 

component of vibrations. Performance of generator is also is measured for a set of frequency 

and acceleration level after this validation vibration generator shows satisfactory performance   

Bylund et al. (2006) evaluated the result of gender, handles size and vibration level on the 

ability to complete a precision tasks and on rating of discomfort0and difficulty. Forty topics, 
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20 women and 20 men, completed a tasks using handle of three different diameter while being 

showing to two different0vibration level. The task had to follow a0straight line on a0computer 

screen by0grasping0the handle. The subject evaluated the supposed difficulty and discomforts 

according0to Borg’s category-ratio scales. Anthropometric data measured and calculations of 

extreme grip strengths are also made. The male focused achieved better0in all the tests. No 

gender0difference had shown0in the rating of difficulty0and discomforts. The rating of 

discomforts, but not the routine itself, 0differed between0the vibration levels. Handles size, 

anthropometric measured, and maximum grip strengths subjective the female subject result and 

rating more than0the male0subject. Fifteen female subject and ten0male subjects0are able to 

rank only one of the handle or0did not0realize that0the handle had0been changed0between the 

tests round. The conclusion indicate0that there0should be consideration to gender difference in 

the design of machines and tool.  

Mallick and Z, (2008) considered various parameter to optimum design of grass trimmer 

machine. Hand handle position of operator, sway angle, length0of the0nylon cutting0thread 

and0Engine speed of the grass trimmer. In this study data are to be analyzed via orthogonally 

array. after all the analysis it is found that the experimental result 170mm. length of nylon 

thread 3000±400 RPM engine speed 45 of sway angle combination results gives minimum 

vibration at the handle position(2.45m/s2). 

Mallick and Z, (2008) used of a0motorized cutter0spinning at0high speed, resulting0in high 

level of vibration among its workers. The current D-shapes handle causes hand arm vibration-

related stress0and operational0load in workers. This0research proposes0a new design of a 

handles of the grass0trimming. When0this new0design was0compared with0the old, it had been 

found0that in new handles 18% lower in hand arm vibration. And find the lowest hand arm 

vibration, three critical0parameters of the0new handles length, angles and material of the cap 

of the handles were optimized using the Taguchi quality tool. And selected parameter of the 

new handles attenuate the hand arm vibration of grass trimmers.   

Donga, et al. (2009) increased the appreciative of the mechanism of anti-vibration glove and 

calculate their0vibration isolation0effectiveness through emergent a mechanical-equivalent 

models of the gloves-hand–arm0system. There are six subject joined in the experiment with 

two types0of anti -vibration glove first one is air bladder gloves and second one is gel filled 
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gloves and measuring0the required0impedance data. After the studied it is found that glove 

attenuate the0vibration transmitted0to the handle below it dominant frequency range. The 

combine result and modeling technique suggested in this study can be a useful tool for extra 

testing0and measuring anti-vibration gloves and handles wrapper. participated in the 

experiment with two types of anti -vibration gloves first one is air bladder gloves and second 

one is gel filled0gloves and measuring0the required0impedance data. After the studied it is 

found that glove attenuate0the vibration0transmitted to0the handle below it dominant 

frequency range. The combine result and modeling technique suggested in this study can be a 

useful tool for extra testing and measuring anti-vibration gloves and handles wrapper. 

Mallick and Z, (2010) investigated three parameter of grass trimmer engine0speed, length of 

the0nylon0thread, handle0material. In this paper there are three type of prototype handle 

material has been taken ABS, wood, steel and three length of nylon thread had been taken 100 

mm ,150mm and 200mm. Different engine speed had been taken 3000±400, 4000±400, 

5000±400. After analysis it was found that 100mm nylon0cutting0thread, 3000±400 rpm 

engine speed and ABS handle material gives less hand arm vibration.  

Ooi et al. (2011) explained0dynamic0stiffness and loss factors0for engine0rubber mounts is 

important dynamic behavior’s to represents0the performance0of an0engine mounts system. 

The analysis of the dynamic behavior of engine mounts system0using0impact techniques, 

predominantly in the coinciding measurements of the0dynamic transfer’s0stiffness and0driving 

point0stiffness where0the impacts hammers replaced the shaker0as the source0of excitations is 

accessible in this0paper. The results exposed that the dynamics driving0point stiffness should 

only be0used to denote the dynamics transfer0stiffness for0the lower0range of frequencies. The 

curve0fitted function of the loss factors obtained0from the0dynamics driving point0stiffness 

measurements showed linear need on the frequencies and0the loss0factor found from0the 

transfer stiffness0measurements showed non-linear0need on the frequencies. Both0of the 

stiffness0are accurately reproduce by using these function. The values0of both dynamic 

stiffness obtained0from impact0techniques is authorized0with the value found from shaker.  

Ko ,et al. (2011) designed and0developed of suspended0handle reducing to reducing0hand arm 

vibration in0petrol driven0grass trimmer. There0were three proto0type of0suspended handle 
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to be designed and compare with the commercialprototype.it was found that if rubber mount 

put between base plates and handle. Then reduced the handle vibration to 2.69 m/s2.But 

vibration produced at commercial handle 11.30 m/s2. From this concept vibration reduced 76 

% in comparison of existing commercial handle.  

Hao, et al. (2011) investigated the0vibration of electrical grass0trimmer by attaching the tuned 

vibration0absorber at0location 0.025L. In this paper theoretical0modal analysis0and operating 

deflection0shape is carried out. And after attaching the tuned vibration at the location 0.025L 

they found that attenuate the handle vibration 95%. In comparison of commercial grass 

trimmer. The results0from modal0analysis and0operating deflection shape0revealed that0the 

by using of TVA have attenuate the large deformation of the handle where the node was shifted 

nearer to the handle location.  

Hao et al. (2013) analyzed the vibration of grass trimmer had been done using imposing node 

technique. Two tuned vibration absorber attached at 0.74L and 0.85L along a shaft.it was found 

that reduction on the frequency weighted rms acceleration at loop handle 71% and rear handle 

72% in comparison of commercial grass trimmer. At handle location, transverse deflection was 

found to be less. Operating deflection shape is also measured each and every point of the grass 

trimmer of shaft and found to be optimum.  

Wójcik and k, (2015) studied about different type of cutting blade of a grass trimmer to reduce 

the grass trimmer. Two self- acting cutting head, three knife cutting head with hinged blade 

type polycot, three knife head doubled side disc, eight knife saw blades. the aim of the present 

study was a preliminary analysis of vibration hazards due to the use of brush cutters, with the 

intention of evaluating the effects of different cutting attachments on vibrations emitted by the 

machines of this kind at the point the handles held with hand-arms by the operator and to 

determine daily exposure to vibration (8) based on the equivalent vibration value. Higher 

vibration was found on brushwood cutter left handle when the engine operates either at the idle 

or nominal speed taking analysis of vibration hazard levels, nylon line head and brush 

knife/shredder blade for brushwood cutters was took and for those engine capacity up to 45 

cm3.wheras for those with engine capacity above 50 cm3 circular saws was mainly took.  
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Bhiwapurkar et al. (2015) mainly focused on noise of the grass trimmer machine and how to 

operate operators without any type of detrimental change in health .in grass trimmer sound is 

produced approximate 85 to 93 dB to which operators are exposure cause psychological and 

physiological problems of operators in long term. There are some method to reduce the noise 

of the grass trimmer.  

• Optimum reduction of speed of motor.  

• Redesign of blade.   

• Use of muffler or ear plugs.  

Situations0can improve in terms0of noise reduction0by providing properly0designed sound 

proof covering for0the engines and using blade, which was 'swept forward' and had a sharpened 

trailing edge. In0the present case, grass-trimming0machine engine0is primary source0of noise 

whereas0motorized cutter with0plastic lines is0secondary source0of noise.  

1.5 Problem identification  

The Indian Farmer while Working on Field he has to put all effort into field. The farmer always 

needed to reduce effort, while cutting grass on field there is Vibration. The important thing is 

that the vibration which is available in grass Trimmer/Cutter affects the Hand of operator who 

is operating trimmer, prolonged0use of electric0grass trimmer0exposes the user to the risk of 

hand-arm vibration0syndrome. Also we used to see the workers in our hostel feeling it very 

difficult to operate the string trimmer because it creates lots of vibrations, especially when the 

nylon wire unbalances on both sides due to wearing. The Indian Farmer while Working on 

Field he has to put all effort into field. The farmer always needed to reduce effort, while cutting 

grass on field there is Vibration. The important thing is that the vibration which is available in 

grass Trimmer/Cutter affects the Hand of operator who is operating trimmer, prolonged0use of 

electric grass0trimmer exposes0the user0to the risk of hand-arm0vibration syndrome. Also we 

used to see the workers in our hostel feeling it very difficult to operate the string trimmer 

because it creates lots of vibrations, especially when the nylon wire unbalances on both sides 

due to wearing.  
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1.6 Motivation  

The following points motivated me to take up this project and guided me through this project. 

Major problem of the grass trimmer is handle vibration, noise and ergonomic consideration. In 

petrol grass trimmer major problem is handle vibration. Vibration induced at the handle point 

is 11 m/s2. According to European Unions, (2005) had defined the exposures action values of 

2.5 m/s2 and exposure limit value of 5.0 m/s2 for daily vibration exposure A(8). Due to this 

high vibration musculoskeletal disorders problems found in the operator’s hand .To eliminate 

the musculoskeletal disorder of operator to reduce the handle vibration at optimum level .In 

this work new handled is to be designed by using the rubber mount in between the base plate 

and cap of the handle. By designed the new handle and changing the different material of 

handle, handle position from the cutter and different handle angle. All the parameter are 

optimize by Taguchi approach. After optimizing the parameter vibration was reduced at 

optimum level. 
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Chapter 2  

Design of Grass Trimmer  

2.1 Ergonomic design consideration  

Ergonomic is defined interactions between people and machines. Simple Ergonomics is the 

science that deals with interaction between man machines. How job fit for the operators. If 

machines don’t fit for the operator. Then it is impossible to give good work efficiency for the 

worker. If tool is not design ergonomically correct then due to this injury in operator’s hand.it 

is need to tool design such way that it full fill the criteria of the ergonomic. Generally ergonomic 

risk factor is found when hand tool being is used. Grass trimmer is hand holed tool it’s without 

ergonomic design caused injuries in operator’s hand. Existing design of grass trimmer machines 

operator use his0right hand0for the0grip main0handle. While0left hand0grip D-shape0handle 

which could be0adjusted along0the axis of the0drive shaft0shown in (Fig. 2.1a).Handling of 

the cutter planes from the rotation of the left elbow shoulder joint and left wrist shown in (Fig. 

2.1b).Generally wrist0of the left hand tilt in plane flexion and handling of cutting plane move 

the wrist from the ulnar0to radial0deviation (when hand rotates about0the wrist in0the direction 

of the0palm is known as palmer flexion). At the same time in radial and ulnar deviations the 

hand rotates about the wrist0left or right. It is cleared that worker operate0the D shape0handle 

to required deviate his hands from0neutral position to more extended than in new handle design. 

                                               

 

 

                                                                            

Fig 2.1 D-shaped handle (a) Schematic diagram (b) Handling situation of D 

shape handle                                   

(a) (b) 
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2.2 CATIA modeling of grass trimmer   

The parts of the grass trimmer design CATIA software. Dimension of the grass trimmer is taken 

as the commercial grass trimmer used in NIT Rourkela. Here there are three type of grass 

trimmer have been designed. Is new grass trimmed has been designed considering the 

ergonomically as well as vibration reduction parameter. There are two type of grass trimmer is 

designed.  

2.2.1 Ergonomic design of existing grass trimmer  

First type of grass trimmer is designed ergonomically but its dimension is taken as 

commercially used in NIT Rourkela. Here nine model is made in CATIA by changing the man 

position from the cutter head and handle’s angle of the grass trimmer. First model made by 

1000mm handle position from the cutter head and handle angle 450shown in Fig. 2.2d. Second 

model made by 1000mm handle position from the cutter head and handle’s angle 600 shown in 

Fig2.2e.Third model made by 1000mm handle position from the cutter head and handle’s angle 

900 shown in Fig. 2.2f. Fourth model made by 1100mm handle position from the cutter head 

and handle’s angle 450 shown in Fig. 2.2g. Fifth model made by 1100mm handle position from 

the cutter head and handle’s angle 600 shown in Fig. 2.2h. Sixth model made is by 1100mm 

handle position from the cutter head and handle’s angle 900 shown in Fig. 2.2i. Seventh model 

made by 1200mm handle position from the cutter head and handle’s angle 450 shown in Fig. 

2.2j. Eighth model is made by 1200mm handle position from the cutter head and handle’s angle 

600 shown in Fig. 2.2k. Ninth model is made by 1200mm handle position from the cutter head 

and handle’s angle 900 shown in Fig. 2.2l. 

 

   

 (b)  (c) 

 

(a) 
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Fig 2.2 CAD model of existing grass trimmer (a) Handle pipe, (b) Cap of the handle, (c) 

Assembly of handle, (d) Model no.1, (e) Model no.2, (f) Model no.3, (g) Model no.4, (h) 

Model no.5, (i) Model no.6, (j) Model no.7, (k) Model no.8, (l) Model no.9 

.  

   

 

    

  

  

     

  

 

2.2.2 Ergonomic design of modified grass trimmer  

Handle of the grass trimmer is designed ergonomically according to (malic et al.,2005).But 

during handle designed one new concept was added here one rubber mount insert between base 

of the rod and cap of the handle. Rubber mount made-up by acrylonitrile butadiene styrene 

(ABS). (Malic et all.,2009) explained that ABS pipe is good shock absorbing material. (Ripin 

et al.,2011) optimized different parameter of handle of grass cutter. They investigated different 

handle design and concluded that If two parallel rubber mount made by ABS insert between the 

base plate and handle. Then it attenuated the vibration level 76% compare with commercial 

handle. According to this concept handle of grass trimmer had to be designed and rubber mount 

insert between base pipe and cap of the handle. Shaft of grass trimmer based on the commercial 

grass trimmer used in NIT Rourkela. But one rubber’s cover hallo shaft insert on the shaft. 

Rubber made by ABS because it is good vibration absorber material. All dimension of grass 

 (g) 

 (e)  (f) 

 

(d) 

 (h)  (i) 

 (j)  (k)  (l) 
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trimmer is given in the table 2.1. Here six model of grass trimmer were made to determine the 

handle vibration of grass trimmer. This concept based on Taguchi method.it is well technique 

to design and optimize the parameter of the tool. It is widely used for product design and process 

optimization worldwide.(Nian et al.,1999; Wang and Trang,1998; Chung-Chen and 

Hong,2002).10th  model was made by 450 handle angle and 1100mm handle position from cutter 

head with rubber mount handle and 2.5mm thickness Rubber on the shaft  shown in Fig. 2.3b . 

11th model was made by 600 handle angle and 1100mm handle position from cutter head with 

rubber mount handle and 2.5mm thickness rubber on the shaft shown in Fig. 2.3c. 12th model 

was made by 900 handle angle and 1100 mm handle position from cutter head shown in Fig 

2.3d. 13th  model was made 450 and handle position, 1100mm from cutter head and with rubber 

mount handle and 2.5mm  thickness cover’s ABS on the shaft. Shown in Fig 2.3e. 14th model 

was made by handle angle 600 and handle position, 1100 mm from cutter head with rubber 

mount handle and 2.5mm thickness ABS on the shaft Fig. 2.3f. 15th model was made by 900 

handle angle and handle position, 1100mm from cutter head was with rubber mount handle and 

2.5mm thickness ABS on shaft (Fig. 2.3g).  

 

 

 

 

(a) (b) (c) 

(d) (e) (f) 

Fig 2.3 CAD model of modified grass trimmed (a) Assembly of handle, (b) Model no.10, 

(c) Model no.11, (d) Model no.12, (e) Model no.13, (f) Model no.14 (g) Model no.15  

(g) 
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Table 2.1 Dimension of the modified grass trimmer  

Parts of grass 

trimmer 

Length (mm) External 

diameter (mm) 

Internal 

diameter (mm) 

Thickness 

(mm) 

Drive shaft 1600 35 32.5 2.5 

Cover of the 

drive shaft 

1600 32.5 30 2.5 

Base pipe of the 

handle 

400 30 20 10 

Shaft of the 

handle 

180 20 17.5 2.5 

Rubber mount of 

the handle 

30 30 20 2.5 

Cap of the 

handle 

100 40 35 5-10 
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Chapter 3  

Theoretical Background  

3.1 Vibration isolation concept  

One of the methods to attenuate the handle vibration is to insert the robber mount or isolator 

between base plate and source of excitation. The function of the rubber is attenuate the handle 

vibration.  

                                     

            

 

 

 

 

 

 Concept of vibration isolation of single degree of freedom is given in shown in Fig. 3.1. In this 

system one damper and one mass spring is used. And both are connected0to moving plate 

which0represent a vibrating machine tool an0isolator having isolator and0energy dissipating 

means. The equation of isolator could0be evaluated by0the property of0response combined 

isolation system X( )t 0steady state to sinusoidal vibration Z( ) sin( t)t Z  .This property is 

given as the steady-state0displacement transmissibility, X
Z given as:  

Fig 3.1 Schematic diagram of vibration isolation system. 
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                                                                                            (1) 

Where   is the damping ratio   is the engine speed and 
n  is natural frequency x  is the 

absolute motion of the mass. If ( )
n


  exceeds two then isolation become more effective. If ( )

n




less than two0vibration may0easily amplified (Eugen,2003). It is generally understand the 

decreasing the handle vibration the stiffness of isolator/mount and0increasing the mass0of the 

part to0be isolated is two way to0increase the0efficiency of isolators. 

 

3.2 Dynamic characteristics of rubber mount  

Loss factor and dynamics stiffness is important factor to check the characteristic of the rubber 

mount. Dynamic0stiffness and0loss factor0performance animated character in the performance 

of0a rubbers mounts. (ISO 10846-2 (2008)) defines the dynamic transfer stiffness (k) is 

frequency dependent ratio of the block force on output of a vibration isolators F(t)to the 

displacements in the input (δ) given as below:  

t

FK                                                                                                                                       (2) 

Equation of motion of motion of rubber mount is given by  

( )
( ) ( )

(t)

t
C K t F t





 


                                                                                                           (3) 

Whereas ( )F t is simple harmonic such that ( ) Fe
i t

F t


  the input response of rubber mount is 

Expressed as 

( ) M(i )Fe
i t

t


                                                                                                                                                                                  (4)   
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Reacceptance function can written as  

 
1

M(i )
ci k







                                                                                                                       (5) 

  tan c  , t                                                                                                                    (6) 

Receptance function can be given M(i )  by   

1
M(i )

ci k






                                                                                           (7) 

Rubber dynamics loss factor are the ratio of imaginary and real parts of the reacceptance 

function. It is given by  

 

Im( ( )

Re(M(i ))

M i
tan





                                                                                                                    (8) 

k is defined as the inverse of reception function and it is given by the flowing equation                                 

1

( )
k

M i
                                                                                                                                  (9)                                                

Whereas k is the dynamics stiffness factor of an element.  

3.3 Measurement of hand arm vibration    

Amplitude of vibration is analysis in ANSYS. Amplitude vibration measurement in x-direction, 

y direction and z direction in harmonic response. The magnitude of vibration was measured by 

means of the frequency-weighted root-mean-square (rms) acceleration, expressed in m/s2.  

2( )
n

hw hj hj

j

a w a                                                                                                                    (10) 
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hwa  are the value of the frequency-weighted rms accelerations, hjw is the weighting factors for 

the one-third octave band j and hja is the rms acceleration for the one-third octave band j. The 

vibrations total value 
hva are established by root-sum-of square of frequency-weighted rms 

accelerations measured in three orthogonal axis, written as (ISO 5349-2, 2001)    

2 2 2

hv hwx hwy hwza a a a                                                                                                                                (11) 

where 
hwxa , hwya

hwza hwza  are the values of 
hwa (frequency-weighted rms acceleration in single 

axis) in meter per seconds square, m/s2,for the Xh- Yh- and Zh- axes respectively. 
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Chapter 4 

Finite Element Analysis of Grass Trimmer 

Based0on the approximate dimensions0of the hand-held0grass trimmer0taken from NIT 

Rourkela. The model was0then later exported in ANSYS, and0simulated using ANSYS 

workbench0by fixing0the constraint0on the grass0trimmer's handle with0moment force0acts 

on a0blade. However, in0order to simplify the FE0analysis, the0following consideration0had 

been taken: (i) all0brackets, rubber0connector from0rod to motor0and the motor were excluded 

from0the model, (ii) the0connection of rod0to handle0and blade were0consider perfect, and 

(iii) the materials0used for rod, handle0and blade were0considered isotropic0in its elastic 

phase.  

4.1 Modal analysis of grass trimmer  

Modal analysis0is the study0of the dynamic0properties of0systems in the frequency domain. 

A typical example would be testing structures0under vibrational0excitation. Modal0analysis is 

the field0of measuring and0analyzing the dynamic response of structures. Modal analysis is a 

technique to0determine the natural frequencies and mode0shapes of a0structure. In this work 

to determine the natural frequency0mode shape of the structure. Determine the natural 

frequency is very important because if natural frequency coincide with forcing frequency then 

it will go to resonance condition. In this project to determining the mode shape of the Grass 

trimmer.  

 Natural frequency-: Natural frequency at which a system tends to oscillate in the absence of 

any driving or damping force.  

 Mode shape-: Mode shape is specific pattern of vibration of structure to specified frequency.  

Fifteen model were developed to determine the natural frequency and mode shape of the grass 

trimmer in ANSYS work bench.one modal was made by taking the dimension of existing grass 

trimmer but we had designed ergonomically. From this model by changing the three handle 

angle (900,600,450) and three handle position from cutter head (1000mm, 1100mm, 1200mm) 
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made nine modal of the grass trimmer. Out of three handle position from cutter head one 

optimum handle position from cutter position was selected and again six model were developed 

to change the handle angle and two different cover’s material of shaft and handle. In this 

analysis some assumption parameter was taken. Assume that model was fixed of grass trimmer 

at the end of the shaft and assume that it was cantilever beam. Motor weight was considered 

3N and unbalance force was considered as constant 8N. 

In this analysis different material was taken. Property of material is given below. 

Table 4.1 Material property 

Material                             Steel            ABS        Rubber           Cast iron       Wood   

Density( k.g/m3)                7750            1052       1520                7200            0.9                          

Young modules (GPA)        1930              2          0.05                 110              3.6   

Bulk modules(GPA)            169             2.22        0.416               83.33            6   

Shear modules(GPA)          76.31          0.74        0.016               42.96          1.28   

Poisson’s ratio                     0.31           0.35         0.48                      0.28                 0.4   

 

4.1.2 Mode shape and natural frequency of existing grass trimmer 

First modal analysis was done of nine model of existing Grass trimmer to determine the natural 

frequency and mode shape. At different natural frequency deformation was calculated. 

Comparative analysis was done of free vibration analysis. Variation of natural frequency and 

deformation of free vibration analysis of grass trimmer is given in the Fig. 4.1 - 4.9. 
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(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

(f) (e) 

Figure-4.1  Mode shape and natural frequency of the existing grass trimmer of model no.1 

(a) 1st mode shape @32.69Hz, (b) 2nd mode shape @33.105Hz, (c) 3rd mode shape 

@62.58Hz, (d) 4th mode shape @107.28Hz, (e) 5th mode shape @113.5Hz, (f) 6th mode 

shape @142.05Hz, 
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(a) (b) 

(c) (d)  

(e)    (f)          

Figure-4.2  Mode shape and natural frequency of the existing grass trimmer of model no.2 

(a) 1st Mode shape @ 29.11 Hz, (b) 2nd Mode shape @29.45Hz, (c) 3rd Mode shape 

@67.28Hz, (d) 4th Mode shape @99.48Hz, (e) 5th mode shape @103.38, (f) 6th  mode 

shape@142.05 
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(a)  (b)  

(c) (d)  

(e) (f)  

Figure-4.3  Mode shape and natural frequency of the existing grass trimmer of model no.3 (a) 

1st Mode shape @32.87Hz, (b) 2nd Mode shape @33.324Hz, (c) 3rd Mode shape @60.824Hz, 

(d) 4th   Mode shape @105.62Hz, (e) 5th Mode shape @110.89Hz, (f) 6th   Mode shape 

@157.34Hz 
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(a) (b) 

(d) (c) 

(e) (f) 

Figure-4.4  Mode shape and natural frequency of the existing grass trimmer of model no.4 

(a) 1st Mode shape @34.96Hz, (b) 2nd Mode shape @35.682Hz, (c) 3rd Mode shape 

@71.29Hz, (d) 4th Mode shape @103.88Hz, (e) 5th Mode shape @105.33Hz, (f) 6th Mode 

shape @150.59Hz 
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(a) (b) 

(f) (e) 

(d) (c) 

Figure-4.5  Mode shape and natural frequency of the existing grass trimmer of model no.5 

(a) 1st Mode shape @34.29Hz, (b) 2nd Mode shape @35.602Hz, (c) 3rd Mode shape 

@34.798Hz, (d) 4th Mode shape @104.09Hz, (e) 5th Mode shape @105.56Hz, (f) 6th Mode 

shape @150.84Hz 
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(a) (b) 

(c)  (d) 

(e) (f) 

Figure-4.6  Mode shape and natural frequency of the existing grass trimmer of model no.6 

(a) 1st Mode shape @35.349Hz, (b) 2nd Mode shape @36.045Hz, (c) 3rd Mode shape 

@69.109Hz, (d) 4th Mode shape 102.55Hz, (e) 5th Mode shape @104.73Hz, (f) 6th Mode 

shape @148.81Hz 
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(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

(e) (f) 

Figure-4.7  Mode shape and natural frequency of the existing grass trimmer of model no.7 

(a) 1st Mode shape @39.818Hz, (b) 2nd Mode shape @40.342Hz, (c) 3rd Mode shape 

@88.941Hz, (d) 4th Mode shape @97.61Hz, (e) 5th Mode shape @107.5Hz, (f) 6th Mode 

shape @124.45Hz 
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(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

(e) (f) 

Figure-4.8  Mode shape and natural frequency of the existing grass trimmer of model no.8 

(a) 1st Mode shape @41.364Hz, (b) 2nd Mode shape @42.127Hz, (c) 3rd Mode shape 

@99.152Hz, (d) 4th Mode shape @99.732Hz, (e) 5th Mode shape @122.09Hz, (f) 6th Mode 

shape @164.1Hz 
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(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

(e) (f) 

Figure-4.9  Mode shape and natural frequency of the existing grass trimmer of model no.9 

(a) 1st Mode shape @41.971Hz, (b) 2nd Mode shape @42.80Hz, (c) 3rd Mode shape 

@97.86Hz, (d) 4th Mode shape @99.478Hz, (e) 5th Mode shape @121.02Hz, (f) 6th Mode 

shape @158.14Hz 
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Table 4.2 Comparison free vibration amplitude at different natural frequency 

Model no. Mode Natural frequency (Hz) Max. amplitude (mm) 

1.   1st(min) 33.105 18.258 

  6th (max) 156.05 33.69 

2.   1st (min) 29.48 5.05 

 3rd (max) 67.288 32.87 

3.   2nd (min) 33.23 18.14 

  6th(max) 157.74 34.04 

4.   2nd (min) 35.682 16.86 

 6th (max) 150.59 37.75 

5   2nd (min) 35 16.87 

  6th  (max) 150.84 37.17 

6.   2nd (min) 36.05 16.38 

  6th  (max) 149 38.14 

7   1st (min) 39 15.39 

  6th (max) 124.45 7.65 

8.   1st (min) 41.364 16.07 

 6th (max) 164.1 38.06 

9 2nd (min) 42 16.16 

10 6th (max) 158 41 
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Hence, the modal analysis was done of nine existing grass trimmer (Fig. 4.1 to 4.9). and it was 

noted that there is an increase in natural frequencies as the modes go on increasing. The natural 

frequency of the grass trimmer was noted at all the six modes at different lengths of the handle 

located from the motor and different handle angle. Maximum and minimum amplitude was 

calculated in ANSYS work bench. Table 4.2 shows that maximum amplitude occurred at 

highest natural frequency and least maximum amplitude is occurred minimum mode no. The 

thumb rule was that the shaft should have minimum amplitude at the maximum natural 

frequency which occurs at sixth modes of all the different length positions. From the above 

results, it was noted that at 1200mm, handle position from cutter head is found to be maximum 

amplitude at the natural frequency is 164 Hz and least maximum amplitude is 15.05 at 29.48 

Hz natural frequency at first mode.  

4.2. Harmonic analysis of grass trimmer  

Harmonic analysis is a technique to determine the steady-state sinusoidal response to 

sinusoidal varying loads at specified frequency. Some loads are applied constant, some load 

are applied at different frequency, and some loads are applied with a phase zero offset or 

non-zero offset at given frequency range.  

     1.  Assume that the grass trimmer is cantilever beam.  

2. Fixed at end of the shaft at (x=L).  

3. Assume that unbalance force act at the cutter head of the grass trimmer.  

4. Motor weight is taken as 3N and assume that its act in vertically downward direction.  
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4.2.1 Description of harmonic analysis  

Harmonic response is to determine the frequency response of the grass trimmer. Here frequency 

response is find in terms of amplitude (m/s2).solution is setup shown in Fig. 4.10.Given 

frequency spacing linear, Range of minimum frequency 20Hz and range of maximum 

frequency is 200Hz.Avoid the zero frequency because assume that it is flexible body. Solution 

interval is given as 20 and solution method was taken as mode super position. 

 

 

 

4 .2.2 Measurement, data collection and analysis 

The recommendation of ISO 5349-1 (2001) was supervised for location of the measurement 

axes: Z-axis is defined as the longitudinal axis from the third metacarpal bone towards the distal 

end of finger X-axis is perpendicular with Z-axis, Y-axis is perpendicular to X-axis and Z- axes, 

and is in the direction towards the thumb. Calculate the vibration acceleration at handle point 

in three axes X-axis, Y-axis and Z-axis. Data are analyze via orthogonal array. Average 

acceleration of three axes, vibration total value (a) was calculated for each subject. Average of 

vibration amplitude (m/s2) of 15 model had calculated which represented vibration exposure of 

Grass trimmer. First vibration was optimize of existing model by changing the three man 

position from the cutter head (100mm, 1100mm and 1200mm).Vibration was calculated at 

handle point in different direction at different excitation frequency in given range and after that 

Calculate the total average value of vibration in terms of amplitude (m/s2) in X-axis, Y-axis and 

Z-axis and also find out the rms acceleration at different excitation frequency. Those Grass 

trimmer have least average acceleration in X-axis, Y-axis, Z-axis and rms value of average 

acceleration which have taken as next optimization. 

4.2.3 Frequency analysis of existing grass trimmer 

Frequency response of model no.1 

In this model the given frequency range 20-200 Hz (Fig. 4.11a), peak value of acceleration with 

magnitude 194.57 m/s2 was absorbed at 182 Hz in X-axis. Meanwhile acceleration in, Y-axis 

and Z-axis were 1.28m/s2 and 107.23 m/s2 respectively and rms acceleration at the same 

Figure-4.10 Schematic diagram of analysis setting of harmonic response 
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frequency is 222.163m/s2. Table 4.3 shows average value of acceleration in X-axis, Y- axis and 

Z-axis was 18.50m/s2,0.26m/s2 and 11.29 m/s2 respectively.  

Frequency response of model no.2 

In this model given frequency range 20- 200 Hz (Fig. 4.11b), peak value of acceleration with 

magnitude 144.97 m/s2 was absorbed at 191 Hz in X-axis. Mean while acceleration in, Y-axis 

and Z-axis were 1.387m/s2 and 107.59 m/s2 respectively and rms acceleration at the same 

frequency is 180.53m/s2. Table 4.3 shows average value of acceleration in X-axis, Y- axis and 

Z-axis was 14.729m/s2,0.21m/s2 and 12.53 m/s2 respectively.  

Frequency response of model no.3 

In this model given frequency range 20- 200 Hz (Fig. 4.11c), peak value of acceleration with 

magnitude 160.6 m/s2 was absorbed at 191 Hz in X-axis .Mean while acceleration in,Y- axis 

and Z-axis were 0.36m/s2 and 2.96 m/s2respectively and rms acceleration at the same frequency 

is 180.53m/s2. Table 4.3 shows average value of acceleration in X-axis, Y- axis and Z-axis was 

15.96 m/s2,0.15m/s2 and 1.14 m/s2 respectively. 

 Frequency response of model no.4. 

In this model given frequency range 20- 200 Hz (Fig. 4.11d), peak value of acceleration with 

magnitude 89 m/s2 was absorbed at 182 Hz in X-axis. Meanwhile acceleration in,Y- axis and 

Z-axis were 0.12m/s2 and 38 m/s2respectively and rms acceleration at the same frequency is 

97m/s2. Table 4.3 shows average value of acceleration in X-axis, Y- axis and Z-axis was 

13m/s2,0.22m/s2 and 7.104 m/s2 respectively. 

Frequency response of model no.5 

In this model given frequency range 20- 200 Hz (Fig. 4.11e), peak value of acceleration with 

magnitude 12 m/s2 was absorbed at 155 Hz in X-axis .Mean while acceleration in,Y- axis and 

Z-axis were 0.202m/s2 and 0.707 m/s2respectively and rms acceleration at the same frequency 

is 155m/s2. Table 4.3 shows average value of acceleration in X-axis, Y- axis and Z-axis was 

2.5m/s2,0.17m/s2 and 5.7 m/s2 respectively. 
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Frequency response of model no.6 

In this model given frequency range 20- 200 Hz (Fig. 4.11f), peak value of acceleration with 

magnitude 66.16 m/s2 was absorbed at 173 Hz in X-axis .Mean while acceleration in,Y- axis 

and Z-axis were 0.05m/s2 and 1.206 m/s2respectively and rms acceleration at the same 

frequency is 66.128m/s2. Table 4.3 shows average value of acceleration in X-axis, Y- axis and 

Z-axis was 11.4m/s2,0.12m/s2 and 2.21 m/s2 respectively. 

Frequency response of model no.7 

In this model given frequency range 20- 200 Hz (Fig. 4.11g), peak value of acceleration with 

magnitude 40 m/s2 was absorbed at 182 Hz in X-axis .Mean while acceleration in,Y- axis and 

Z-axis were 6.47 m/s2 and 12.66 m/s2respectively and rms acceleration at the same frequency 

is 42.49m/s2. Table 4.3 shows average value of acceleration in X-axis, Y- axis and Z-axis was 

6.0012m/s2,1.9 m/s2 and 3.57 m/s2 respectively. 

Frequency response of model no.8 

In this model given frequency range 20- 200 Hz (Fig. 4.11h), peak value of acceleration with 

magnitude 11.69 m/s2 was absorbed at 146 Hz in X-axis .Mean while acceleration in,Y- axis 

and Z-axis were 0.23 m/s2 and 21.33 m/s2respectively and rms acceleration at the same 

frequency is 24.33 m/s2. Table 4.3 shows average value of acceleration in X-axis, Y- axis and 

Z-axis was 8.33m/s2,0.27 m/s2 and 12.16 m/s2 respectively. 

Frequency response of model no.9 

In this model given frequency range 20- 200 Hz (Fig. 4.11i), peak value of acceleration with 

magnitude 362 m/s2 was absorbed at 182 Hz in X-axis .Mean while acceleration in,Y- axis and 

Z-axis were 2.097 m/s2 and 47.011 m/s2respectively and rms acceleration at the same frequency 

is 365m/s2. Table 4.3 shows average value of acceleration in X-axis, Y- axis and Z-axis was 

25m/s2, 0.06 m/s2 and 5.63 m/s2 respectively. 
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 Figure-4.11  Frequency spectra for the handle of the existing  grass trimmer at X,Y and Z 

axes (a) model 1, (b) model 2, (c) model 3, (d) model 4, (e) model 5, (f) model 6, (g) model 

7, (h) model 8, (i) model 9, 

(g) 

(h) 

(i) 
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Table 4.3 Average vibrational values of the handle at different axes (X-axis, Y-axis and Z 

axis) and ANOVA analysis of vibration analysis in different axes for different types of 

existing grass Trimmer 

Model.no Average Acceleration (m/s2) 

X-axis Y-axis Z-axis Rms value of average acceleration of 

three axes 

1 18.50 0.20 11.29 21.68 

2 14.72 0.219 12.53 19.34 

3 15.96 0.1 1.14 16 

4 13.70 0.17 7.1 15.43 

5. 2.05 0.21 5.7 6.06, 

6 11.4 0.1 2.21 11.63 

7 6 1.9 3.57 7.23 

8 8.31 0.21 12.18 14.75 

9 25.25 0.67 5.63 25.87 

Here only one parameter was optimize (handle position from the cutter). Out of nine Harmonic 

response of first nine model of existing grass trimmer it was found that 1100 mm handle 

position from cutter head was optimum position. Because average rms acceleration of three 

axes at the handle point was found to be less in comparison of 1000 mm and 1200 mm handle 

position from the cutter in given frequency. Vibration reduction of rms value of average 

acceleration of three axes was found to be 28.88% in model-4, compare with model (1). 

Vibration reduction of rms value of average acceleration of three axes was found to be 68.66% 
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and 60% in model-5, compare with model-2 and model-8 respectively. Vibration reduction of 

rms value of average acceleration of three axes was found to be 46%.and 35% in model (6), 

compare with model-3 and model-9 respectively. Variation of average acceleration of nine 

different existing model of three axes at handle point is given in table 4.3 

4.3 Modal analysis of modified grass trimmer 

Model analysis was carried out of modified grass trimmer (Fig. 4.12 - 4.17). Same assumption 

had been taken as what-ever previous analysis was done. In this analysis, also evaluated the 

natural frequency and mode shape of the grass trimmer. Frequency range was given 20to 

400Hz.Six natural frequency and mode shapes were determined by using ANSYS software. 

Different natural frequency given as shown in table 4.4. 

Table-4.4 Natural frequency of modified designed Grass trimmer 

Model.no                      Natural frequency (Hz) 

1st  2nd  3rd  4th  5th  6th  

10 33.53 34.40 91.72 102.65 106.68 177 

11 32.10 32.95 79.35 102.60 103.99 140.75 

12 33.78 34.62 88.52 101.61 106.58 178.72 

13 34.30 35.29 101.77 105.53 111.87 185.29 

14 34.26 35.23 102.48 105.58 111.58 185.45 

15 33.809 34.96 98.23 101.62 121.94 187.76 
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4.3.1 Mode shape and natural frequency of modified grass trimmer 

(a) (b) 

Figure-4.12 Mode shape and natural frequency of the existing grass trimmer of model no.10 

(a) 1st mode shape @33.53Hz, (b) 2nd  mode shape @34.40Hz, (c) 3rd mode shape 

@91.725Hz, (d) 4th mode shape @102.65Hz, (e) 5th mode shape @106.67Hz, (f) 6th mode   

shape @177.11Hz 

(c) (d) 

(e) (f) 
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(a)                                                     (b) 

(d) 

(e) 

           

(f) 

Figure-4.13 Mode shape and natural frequency of the existing grass trimmer of model no.11 

(a) 1st mode shape @32.109Hz, (b) 2nd  mode shape @32.96Hz, (c) 3rd mode shape 

@79.39Hz, (d) 4th mode shape @102.61Hz, (e)  5th mode shape @103.99Hz, (f) 6th mode   

shape @140.05Hz 

(c) 
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(a) (b) 

(d) (c) 

(e) 

           

(f) 

Figure-4.14 Mode shape and natural frequency of the existing grass trimmer of model no.12 

(a) 1st Mode shape @33.73Hz, (b) 2nd Mode shape @34.61Hz, (c) 3rd Mode shape 

@60.824Hz, (d) 4th   Mode shape @101.62Hz, (e) 5th Mode shape @106.58Hz, (f) 6th   Mode 

shape @178.72Hz 
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(a)            (b)                                                                                                                                                                                

(c) (d) 

(e) 

           

(f) 

Figure-4.15 Mode shape and natural frequency of the existing grass trimmer of model no.13 

(a) 1st Mode shape @34.30Hz, (b) 2nd Mode shape @35.29Hz, (c) 3rd Mode shape @102.77Hz, 

(d) 4th   Mode shape @105.33Hz, (e) 5th Mode shape @111.87Hz, (f) 6th   Mode shape 

@185.29Hz 
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(c) (d) 

(a) (b) 

(f) 

             

           

(e) 

           
Figure-4.16 Mode shape and natural frequency of the existing grass trimmer of model no.14 

(a) 1st Mode shape @34.26Hz, (b) 2nd Mode shape @35.23Hz, (c) 3rd Mode shape 

@102.48Hz, (d) 4th   Mode shape @105.58Hz, (e) 5th Mode shape @111.85Hz, (f) 6th   Mode 

shape @184.72Hz 
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(a)                                             

           

(b) 

(c) 

           

(d) 

(e) 

           Figure-4.17 Mode shape and natural frequency of the existing grass trimmer of model no.15 

(a) 1st Mode shape @34.26Hz, (b) 2nd Mode shape @35.23Hz, (c) 3rd Mode shape 

@102.48Hz, (d) 4th   Mode shape @101.62Hz, (e) 5th Mode shape @121.94Hz, (f) 6th   Mode 

shape @187.76Hz 

(f) 
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4.3.2 Frequency analysis of modified grass trimmer 

Frequency response of model no.10 

In this model given frequency range 20-200 Hz, peak value of acceleration with magnitude 

50.36 m/s2 was absorbed at 200 Hz in Y-axis .Mean while acceleration in,X- axis and Z-axis 

were 5.652 m/s2 and 41.98 m/s2respectively and rms acceleration at the same frequency was 

57m/s2.Table 4.5 shows average value of acceleration in X-axis, Y- axis and Z-axis were 

1.63m/s2,6.7 m/s2 and 4.72 m/s2 respectively .Variation of handle acceleration of (model-10) 

shown in Fig.4.18 a. 

Frequency response of model no.11 

In this model given frequency range 20Hz to 200 Hz, peak value of acceleration was with 

magnitude 50.29 m/s2 at 200 Hz in Y-axis .Mean while acceleration in,X- axis and Z-axis were 

5.909 m/s2 and 41.98 m/s2respectively and rms acceleration of three at the same frequency is 

65m/s2.Table(4.5) shows average value of acceleration in X-axis, Y- axis and Z-axis were 

1.63m/s2,6.7 m/s2 and 4.72 m/s2 respectively. Variation of handle acceleration of X, Y and Z- 

axes and rms were (model-11) shown in Fig. 4.18 b 

Frequency response of model No.12 

In this model given frequency range 20 to 200 Hz, peak value of acceleration with magnitude 

196 m/s2 was at 200 Hz in Y-axis .Mean while acceleration in,X- axis and Z-axis were 0.420 

m/s2 and 8.05 m/s2respectively and rms acceleration at the same frequency was 196.635m/s2. 

Table 4.5 shows average value of acceleration in X-axis, Y- axis and Z-axis were 1.63m/s2,6.7 

m/s2 and 4.72 m/s2 respectively. Variation of handle acceleration of X, Y and Z axes and rms 

are (model-12) shown in Fig. 4.18 d. 

Frequency response of model no.13 

In this model given frequency range 20 to 200 Hz, peak value of acceleration with magnitude 

23.63 m/s2 was at 200 Hz in Y-axis .Mean while acceleration in, X- axis and Z-axis were 1.38 

m/s2 and 12.176 m/s2respectively and rms acceleration at the same frequency is 26.624m/s2. 

Table 4.5 shows average value of acceleration in X-axis, Y- axis and Z-axis were 
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2.668m/s2,5.18 m/s2 and 4.70 m/s2 respectively. Variation of handle acceleration of X, Y and Z 

axes and rms are (model-13) shown in Fig. 4.18 d. 

Frequency response of model no.14 

In this model given frequency range 20 - 200 Hz, peak value of acceleration with magnitude 

6.22 m/s2 was at 155 Hz in X-axis .Mean while acceleration in Y- axis and Z-axis were 0.12 

m/s2 and .40 m/s2respectively and rms acceleration at the same frequency was 196.635m/s2. 

Table (4.5) shows average value of acceleration in X-axis, Y- axis and Z-axis were 

1.027m/s2,0.1053 m/s2 and 3.05 m/s2 respectively. Variation of handle acceleration of   X, Y 

and Z axes and rms are (model-14) shown in Fig. 4.18e. 

Frequency response of model no.15 

In this model given frequency range 20 to 200 Hz, peak value of acceleration with magnitude 

67.55 m/s2 was at 101 Hz in X-axis .Mean while acceleration in Y- axis and Z-axis were 3.5 

m/s2 and 10.12 m/s2respectively and rms acceleration at the same frequency is 68.34 m/s2. Table 

4.5 shows average value of acceleration in X-axis, Y- axis and Z-axis was 3.65m/s2,6.29 m/s2 

and 1.97 m/s2 respectively. Variation of handle acceleration of   X, Y and Z axes and rms were 

(model-15) shown in Fig. 4.18f. 
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Figure-4.18 Frequency spectra for the handle of the modified grass trimmer at 

X,Y and Z axes (a) Frequency response of model no-10, (b) frequency response 

of model no-11, (c) Frequency response of model no-12, (d) Frequency response 

of model no-13, (e) Frequency response of model no-14, (f) Frequency response 

of model no-15 

(e) 

(f) 
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Table 4.5 Average vibrational values of the handle at different axes (X-, Y-, Z-) and ANOVA 

analysis of vibration in different axes for modified grass trimmer. 

Model 

no. 

 

                            Average Acceleration (m/s2) 

X -axis Y-axis Z -axis Rms value of 

average acceleration 

of three axes 

10 1.63 6.71 4.72 8.36 

11 0.98 6.12 6.26 8.815 

12 0.75 17.87 2.26 18.03 

13 2.66 5.18 4.70 7.48 

14 1.02 0.10 3.02 3.2 

15 3.65 6.29 1.977 7.54 
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Chapter 5 

Result and Discussion 

Ergonomics design of grass trimmer was carried out with the help of CATIA. One model was 

made by taking the dimensions of grass trimmer used in NIT Rourkela. By changing the 

different parameter like handle position from cutter head (100mm, 1100mm  and 1200mm) and 

handle angle (450, 600and 900) nine model were developed and Modal analysis was carried out 

with helped of ANSYS. Determined the natural frequency and mode shape, at each natural 

frequency deformation was also calculated. After modal analysis, harmonic analysis was also 

carried out to find the handle acceleration at different excitation frequency in given frequency 

(20Hz-200Hz).Evaluate the handle acceleration at different excitation in three axes (X-axis, Y-

axis, Z-axis) and take the average acceleration at twenty excitation frequency and rms 

acceleration of average acceleration of three axes was also calculated. First data was compare 

on the basis of handle position from cutter head (1000mm, 1100mm and 1200mm). It was found 

that 1100mm, handle position from cutter head was optimum position because at this position 

average acceleration at different excitation frequency was less shown in table 6.Variation of 

acceleration at different excitation frequency shown in Fig.4.18 a, Fig.4.18 b and Fig.4.18 c at 

different handle angle 450,600and 900 respectively (1100mm handle position from cutter 

head).Average acceleration were model-4 with magnitude at handle point 13.70m/s2 ,0.17m/s2 

and 7.1 in X-axis ,Y-axis and Z-axis respectively. Rms value of average acceleration of three 

axes was with magnitude 15.43m/s2. Average acceleration were (model-5) with magnitude at 

handle point 2.05 m/s2 0.21m/s2 and 5.7 in X-axis Y-axis Z-axis respectively. Rms value of 

average acceleration of three axes was with magnitude 6.06m/s2. Average acceleration (model-

6) with magnitude at handle point 11.4 m/s2
, 0.1m/s2 and 2.21 in X-axis, Y-axis and Z-axis 

respectively. Rms value of average acceleration of three axes was with magnitude 11.63m/s2. 
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(a) 

(b) 

Figure-5.1 Reduced frequency spectra for the handle of the existing grass 

trimmer at X,Y and Z axes. (a) Model 4, (b) Model 5, (c) Model 6 

(c) 
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(a) 

Figure-5.2 Reduced frequency spectra for the handle of the modified grass 

trimmer at X,Y and Z axes. (a) Model 13, (b) Model 14, (c) Model 15 

(b) 
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In model-13 reduction of vibration in rms value of average acceleration was (X-axis, Y-axis, 

Z-axis) 7.95 m/s2 less than that of model-4(same handle position from cutter head and same 

handle angle) and variation of handle acceleration (m/s2) at different excitation frequency 

shown in Fig. 4.19a.In model-14 reduction of vibration in rms value of average acceleration of 

(X-axis, Y-axis and Z-axis) 2.86 m/s2 less than that of model-5 (same handle position from 

cutter head and same handle angle) and variation of handle acceleration (m/s2) at different 

excitation frequency shown in Fig. 4.19b In model-15 reduction of vibration in rms value of 

average acceleration of (X-axis, Y-axis and Z-axis) 4.04 m/s2 less than that of model-6(same 

handle position from cutter head and same handle angle) and variation of handle acceleration 

(m/s2) at different excitation frequency shown in Fig. 4.19c Average acceleration of fifteen 

models of three axes (X-axis, Y-axis and Z-axis)  at handle point  is shown in table 4.6  
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Table-5.1 Comparative analysis of grass trimmer handle acceleration at different model 

Model.no                            Average Acceleration m/s2 

X-axis Y-axis Z-axis Rms value of average 

acceleration of three 

axes 

1 18.50 0.20 11.29 21.68 

2 14.72 0.219 12.53 19.34 

3 15.96 0.1 1.14 16 

4 13.70 0.17 7.1 15.43  

5. 2.05 0.21 5.7 6.06, 

6 11.4 0.1 2.21 11.63 

7 6 1.9 3.57 7.23 

8 8.31 0.21 12.18 14.75 

9 25.25 0.67 5.63 25.87 

10 1.63 6.71 4.72 8.36 

11 0.98 6.12 6.26 8.815 

12 0.75 17.87 2.26 18.03 

13 2.66 5.18 4.70 7.48 

14 1.02 0.10 3.02 3.2 

15 3.65 6.29 1.977 7.54 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusion 

Ergonomics design of grass trimmer was carried out with the help of CATIA. Different mode 

shapes and deformation of grass trimmer at different natural frequency are determine using 

ANSYS. Harmonic analysis was also carried out of existing model by changing the different 

parameter like man position from the cutter head (1000mm, 1100mm, 1200m) and different 

handle angle (450,600,900).it was found that 1100mm, handle position from cutter head was 

optimum position because at this position handle acceleration was less in comparison of 

1000mm and 1200mm, handle position from cutter head. After that taking this position 

(1100mm, handle position from cutter head), new handle was designed and put 2.5 mm 

thickness ABS and rubber on the shaft. Again free vibration analysis was done and evaluate the 

natural frequency of six model by changing the different angle (450,600,900).Harmonic analysis 

was also carried out and to determine the handle acceleration. It was found that at handle point 

average acceleration in three axes was less at handle angle (600) and rms value of average 

acceleration of three axes was 47% less in comparison of existing grass trimmer. 
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